Bro, She Is Pregnant: Dad's Week By Week Pregnancy Guide
Synopsis

~Are You Going To Be A Dad? ~Bro, is She Pregnant? ~Get This GUIDE! It Will HELP!Â ***For a limited time of only $4.99!***~Dad’s Pregnancy Guide is a beneficial book that will aide first time fathers and expecting fathers as a whole.Â ~It is the of the biggest, happiest, and scariest experience of your life! There is so much excitement and anticipation for the baby to come. And the next thought being of fear of going through pregnancy and what to expect. Your family and friends will tell you all of the great parts of her pregnancy, But no one really prepares you for the complete experience like this book will. Bro, you will be ready!~I want you to know what is to come during your pregnancy. I want you to be informed about what will or could happen. Knowing everything that will happen during her pregnancy will put your mind at ease and also let you know that your experiences are normal (nothing is wrong with you). It will also make your pregnancy a more enjoyable and relaxing experience for you and her. So if you are going to be a new Dad and want to know what you really can expect during your pregnancy then get this book! I know it will be a great help!Â ~A Sneak Peak of whats includes:Â Â *OKAY....BUT WHY SHOULD I GET INVOLVED?Â *CHAPTER TWO: THE FIRST TRIMESTERÂ *WEEK 1 and 2: PRECONCEPTION FOR MENÂ *WEEK 3 AND 4: YIPEE, I AM PREGNANT!Â *FIGHTING THOSE HUNGER PAINSÂ *HONEY, WE NEED TO SEE A DOCTOR!Â *FIGHTING HUNGER PAINS IN MONTH TWOÂ *WEEK 9 TO 12: SPILLING THE BEANS - YUPIÂ Â *PREGNANCY IS 'REAL'! Â Â *FIGHTING HUNGER PAINS IN MONTH THREEÂ *CHAPTER THREE: THE SECOND TRIMESTERÂ *I CAN ONLY THINK ABOUT MONEY, HONEY!Â *ADDRESSING HUNGER PAINS IN MONTH FOURÂ *CAN YOU HEAR ME, BABY? Â DAD, I LOVE YOU - MORE THAN EVER!Â *THE THIRD TRIMESTER Â *THE NAME GAME AND THE BABY SHOWER!Â *CLEANING THE CLOSETS Â YIPEE...IT'S TIME HONEY!Â *HUNGRY IN MONTH NINE?Â *LABOR AND CHILDBIRTH Â BABY, IT’S TIME TO GO HOME!Â (For only $4.99, Click and Buy Now!)Â Â Tag: pregnancy, pregnancy books, diet, motherhood, fitness, childbirth, women’s fitness
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I learned gain valuable information on each week of pregnancy; how your baby is developing and discover the many symptoms many women go through during each week of gestation in this book. Very helpful for my wife.

This book is definitely worth the read! Targeted to first-time fathers, this book presents information about pregnancy in a very detailed way. I seriously recommend this to couples expecting a baby. It covers everything from what changes may happen during pregnancy to keeping your wife healthy. Being a father may sound amazing and exciting but the process isn’t easy! Thankfully, we have this book to keep ourselves knowledgeable on pregnancy,

Thankful that this kind of book exist to guide most first time dad’s out there. Since your partner is pregnant she is a lot more sensitive with everything her physical, emotional, sexual and spiritual aspect of her life. This book shows a really nice way to tell the husband to be more tolerable and more sensitive to their pregnant wife. What I like about this book is it will guide you as dad from day one of pregnancy up to the time the baby arrives.

I love the sense of humor to this book. It makes me laugh out loud. I feel like I have someone to commiserate with about the annoyances of pregnancy, but without sneakiness or real meanness or the kind of opinionated that excludes. For instance, my favorite posting: "Wanted: The not-so-brilliant guy (we know it wasn’t a woman) who coined the completely inaccurate term ‘morning sickness.’ Reward: You get to vomit on him at 8 p.m.” That’s exactly what I needed to hear when I was throwing up around 8 p.m. The book couldn’t stop that, but it could make me laugh about it rather than cry.

The info in here is good, but this writer needs to go back to grammar school (or should’ve had someone else proof read this), as it’s RIDDLED with sloppy typos. Commas missing, misspelled
words, grammatical errors galore. He may be funny, but he must've slept through all his English classes, which makes the reading experience a lot less enjoyable. I find myself rolling my eyes not at the content but at the spelling of "prenatal" vitamins I need to make sure my wife takes on the regular. I find a few like that on every page, which would make this an "F" in English Composition. Come on! Get a handle on the ol' English, dudebro!

This book is fantastic and helpful. Inside of this book the author describes some essential lesson for both father and mother. My wife is pregnant and I purchased this book last week. By the help of this book I have learned about what is to come during pregnancy. This is a complete guide book and by reading this book I have learned tons of essential techniques. If you are going to be a new Dad then this book is perfect for both of you and your wife. I will definitely suggest this book to all new couples.

This is a great book! My friend is soon to be a father and is there a better present than this one? There are many books on how to me a mom, but I haven't seen any for fathers. My friend loves it and says that he learned a lot from it and he is very grateful to the author who thought about the men also! :)

Not pregnant yet, but book has been very informational. I wanted something to prepare me a little bit for this next chapter in life, and so far this is doing it! I'm only about half way through, but it's mentioned things I would have never thought of.
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